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Executive summary
All signs indicate that Sudan, Africa’s largest state, will very soon split in two—either peacefully
or violently. In a self-determination referendum scheduled for January 2011, the people of southern Sudan are widely expected to vote for separation from their northern neighbors. Yet with
the security situation in southern Sudan deteriorating, next month’s national election set to be
deeply flawed, and several crucial elements of the Comprehensive Peace Agreement, or CPA, still
unimplemented, the referendum and its outcome are by no means guaranteed. As a guarantor
of the CPA, the United States must work multilaterally on several fronts to support the peaceful
expression of the will of the people of southern Sudan and prevent a return to conflict.
The two parties to the CPA—the National Congress Party, or NCP, and the Sudan Peoples’
Liberation Army/Movement, or SPLA/M—have a laundry list of difficult tasks to accomplish before the 2011 referendum. Next month’s elections will occur against a backdrop of
intense political jockeying for position and rising tensions between the two parties. And while
the Sudanese government has agreed to allow some external monitoring of the election, few
Sudanese expect a credible process under the repressive security environment that persists
throughout the country, particularly in the North.
The NCP and the SPLM must reach agreement on both outstanding CPA provisions and on
post-referendum arrangements to avoid a return to war. Moreover, the international community
must work to halt the downward spiral of intercommunal violence in southern Sudan—a situation that threatens the referendum altogether.
Unfortunately, the sustained multilateral pressure and unity of international purpose that yielded
the CPA has not accompanied its implementation. In the absence of coordinated efforts by the
international community, the United States remains the de facto external lead player on Sudan.
However, U.S. efforts to date have assumed a level of good faith in the parties—particularly the
ruling NCP—that simply does not exist. The NCP and SPLM reached agreement on areas of
mutual interest with very little external facilitation. But with only nine months left before the
referendum, there are major issues of disagreement that require international mediation if a
return to conflict is to be averted. It is in these areas that the United States is expected to lead
international efforts to facilitate compromises and to coordinate the development of multilateral
pressures and incentives necessary to leverage such compromises.
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The Obama administration must work urgently to support the parties in defining a clear framework for two distinct sets of negotiations: the resolution of outstanding CPA provisions and the
initial discussion of post-referendum arrangements. For talks to succeed, the United States must
work multilaterally to put meaningful pressure on the NCP and SPLM to find common ground
on the CPA and the contentious issues that will accompany an independent southern Sudan.
This approach is consistent with the Sudan policy unveiled by the Obama administration in
October 2009, but the policy has not yet been implemented.

A ticking time bomb
Last year, Enough warned that the international community was at risk of sleepwalking through
national elections and the run-up to the referendum.1 Today, more international actors are
clearly concerned about the potential return to conflict between North and South. Despite this
increased attention, however, the trend lines in Sudan remain decidedly negative. Violence is
rife in the South and in Darfur, state-sponsored political repression remains the norm in the
North, implementation of key CPA provisions is effectively stalled, and a number of potentially
explosive post-referendum issues remain unresolved. The recent agreement between the government of Sudan and the Justice and Equality Movement, or JEM, in Darfur, which appears to be
unraveling quickly, is a good example of the substantial risks carried by poorly executed negotiations at this juncture.

1. Southern Sudan: Spiraling insecurity threatens the referendum
More than 2,500 people were killed and 350,000 displaced last year in southern Sudan.2 Much of
this violence is undoubtedly linked to historic tensions between southern groups over cattle and
other resources, coupled with growing discontent over the lack of “peace dividends” received by
the majority rural population across the South.3 However, there is likely another historic trend at
play. Throughout its two decades in power, the National Congress Party regime in Khartoum has
frequently armed local proxies to wage war on its behalf and sow instability in Sudan’s marginalized peripheral areas.
Today, some reports indicate that Khartoum has provided arms to militias to attack civilians.4
With this demonstrated track record of proxy warfare and now mounting anecdotal evidence,
the perception among Southern leadership and some local populations is that Khartoum is the
hidden hand behind recent violence. This perception is one that the Obama administration, and
the international community more broadly, must take very seriously while still holding the GoSS
accountable for its own shortcomings in the security sector.
Accusations by GoSS officials have stoked tensions between Juba and Khartoum and exacerbated
barely below the surface rifts between communities in southern Sudan. The NCP’s hand has been
strengthened by widespread perceptions that the GoSS has been incapable of extending authority throughout a vast, largely remote, and often inaccessible territory. Khartoum’s response to the
intertribal violence has also helped to fuel mistrust between the parties and fostered the notion
in some certain diplomatic circles that Sudan and its neighbors would be “better off ” if Sudan
remained united, implying that the South is incapable of “governing itself.”5
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If 2009 was bad, 2010 may well be worse. Last August, a senior U.N. official characterized the
situation in southern Sudan as a “humanitarian perfect storm.”6 Deadly clashes have already
occurred this year in four of the South’s 10 states and the threat of Lord’s Resistance Army, or
LRA, rebels persists, particularly near the South’s borders with Darfur, the Democratic Republic
of Congo, and the Central African Republic.
April’s elections could aggravate this already tense situation. A core element of the GoSS’s pre-elections security strategy is a military campaign to disarm civilians in areas with the greatest potential
for election-related violence.7 Despite efforts to improve upon past disarmament disasters, current
campaigns in Central Equatoria, Jonglei, and Lakes state have directly led to violence and casualties among civilians and the army.8 9 The SPLA is charged by state-level security committees with
carrying out disarmament, which the GoSS publicly described as “voluntary” and only coercive if
civilians refuse to hand over their weapons to the SPLA.10 However, according to a senior official
with the U.N. peacekeeping mission in Sudan, or UNMIS, rank-and-file soldiers are not trained in
conducting voluntary campaigns, often leading soldiers to revert to coercive tactics.11
Communities have armed themselves—or are still holding onto the weapons they held during
the war—in large part because they fear attacks by neighboring communities. Disarmament
alone will not assuage these fears. Unless the SPLA and the GoSS devise a strategy for guaranteeing the security of disarmed communities and put greater efforts into community-level reconciliation, many communities will continue to arm themselves.
Indeed, the problems that come with a heavily-armed civilian population cannot be addressed
through disarmament alone and must instead be part of broader security sector reform efforts
with significant buy-in and support from donors and the international community. As one
UNMIS official told Enough, “It takes a generation to get security sector reform right.”12 With
this realization in mind, it would be wise for the international community—particularly the
United States and other actors already in the lead on funding security sector reform programs—
to do the hard thinking now on how best to support these efforts beginning immediately after the
referendum and beyond.
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A young armed civilian on the road in Panyagor,
Jonglei state.

Given the likelihood of insecurity surrounding both the elections and the referendum, the international community also needs to work with the GoSS to anticipate and respond appropriately
to outbreaks of violence in the coming months. However, security sector reform is challenging
even in an environment of peace and stability and with genuine political will. It may prove almost
impossible over the next year as all sides position themselves for a potential return to war.

2. Northern Sudan: State-sponsored violence and intimidation
The repressive political climate in North Sudan is not conducive to even marginally credible
elections. The majority of northern Sudanese do not live with basic freedoms such as the ability to participate freely in opposition politics, freedom of assembly, or access to a free media.
In the recent protracted negotiations with the SPLM over a package of CPA-related laws, the
NCP resolutely refused to reform the National Security Law that enables the government nearly
unchecked powers to detain and intimidate its people. With little outcry from international diplomats, some of the truly transformative cornerstones of the CPA were simply abandoned.
The voter registration period in late 2009 was marked by Khartoum government’s use of its
security forces to harass, abuse, and detain those attempting to challenge the ruling NCP.13 In
early December, Khartoum’s security forces used tear gas against peaceful opposition protestors
organized by the SPLM’s northern sector in Khartoum; several senior SPLM leaders, including
the SPLM’s presidential candidate Yassir Arman, were beaten and detained.
Despite a recent—and increasingly—fragile framework peace agreement between the government and the largest rebel group in Darfur, the crisis there is far from over. Nearly 3 million
civilians have been driven from their homes and warehoused in sprawling camps for refugees
and displaced persons. A government offensive has killed hundreds and displaced tens of thousands in recent weeks. And while the Sudanese government controls major towns, other armed
groups—government-aligned militia, government-backed Chadian rebels, and Darfur’s fractured
rebellion—have loose control over large tracts of territory and harass and terrorize civilians and
aid workers with impunity. There is also widespread evidence that elements of the LRA, have
found safe harbor in areas of Darfur controlled by government forces.

3. CPA implementation: The great unraveling
The CPA offered the promise of democratic transformation, but a true change in the political
dispensation that lies at the root of so much conflict in Sudan requires the NCP and the SPLM to
embrace democratic principles. Sadly, the parties have generally not chosen to pursue this path.
The recent deal reached between the parties on the number of national parliamentary seats allocated to the SPLM ended a long deadlock related to a dispute over the 2008 census results, but it
is arguably an example of how the CPA has been treated—and in some cases, manipulated—by
each side. While the NCP has often attempted to avoid implementing the spirit and letter of the
CPA, the SPLM has sought short-term advantage and political gain or mere survival, sometimes
pursuing strategies that come at a cost to its image and its already shaky democratic credentials.
Despite this trend, it is important to note that the details of the late-breaking deal on parliamentary representation (which will impact the elections) are still being worked out. The SPLM
is showing promising signs of supporting a more equitable process to accurately represent the
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degree of support opposition parties’ hold in each of the 10 southern states. Should the SPLM
follow through on its recent statements regarding parliamentary representation of opposition
forces in the South, this would be a step in the right direction, although it does not change the
North-South deal-making dynamic that often continues to block the more transformative elements of CPA implementation.
Among a long list of CPA provisions that remain unimplemented, several pose the threat of
sparking a return to conflict and should be prioritized:
• Demarcation of the North-South border: “To me, the border demarcation is more important
than the elections,” a leading GoSS official remarked to Enough. 14 The North-South Technical
Ad Hoc Border Committee has been unable to reach agreement in its final report to the
Government of National Unity, or GoNU, presidency on the 2,100-kilometer North-South
border due to “procedural and substantive disagreements” between the NCP and SPLM over
five particular sections of the border.15 However, following NCP-SPLM discussions in midFebruary, the two parties agreed to immediately begin demarcating the agreed-upon sections
of the border and requested that the committee submit a report to the presidency within two
months detailing the five disputed sections of the border. UNMIS has been denied access to
several contested areas along the border—notably the Heglig oil fields that (following the
Permanent Court of Arbitration’s July 2009 Abyei ruling) lie outside of the Abyei region (the
Sudanese Armed Forces interprets this new status to mean that the Heglig –Kharasana area is
outside the ceasefire zone specified in the CPA).16 If key border areas remain undemarcated,
they will be obvious wellsprings for renewed violence.
• Residency requirements for the Abyei referendum: The contested region of Abyei remains a
major flashpoint where the parties will resort to conflict in order to demonstrate their commitment to their local constituencies—for the SPLM, the Ngok Dinka native to Abyei, and for
the NCP, the Misseriya nomads, who seasonally migrate through the region.17 In Abyei today,
20,000 residents remain displaced from the May 2008 fighting between SAF and SPLA forces.
Demarcation of the Abyei boundaries has been plagued by security issues and SPLM claims of
the NCP intimidating the joint border demarcation committee.
• Constitution of the Southern Referendum Commission and other preparations: Although
the government signed the Southern Referendum Law into law in early February, the
Referendum Commission has not yet been formed. For that to happen, the National Assembly
will need to be called back from its pre-elections recess in order to approve the members of
the Referendum Commission nominated by the presidency. Given the precedent of extreme
delays in the two other major CPA processes to date—the census and the elections—it is likely
that the referendum preparations could be plagued by similar roadblocks. The referendum is
a “redline” for the SPLM and the people of southern Sudan; any delay in the holding of the
referendum could easily spark a return to North-South conflict.

Post-referendum issues
A recent Chatham House report described 12 distinct post-referendum issues that the parties will
likely face after the January 2011 referendum.18 Given the contentious nature of questions surrounding future relations between the North and South in the likely event of separation, some of
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these issues in particular should qualify as “must-discuss” topics prior to the referendum. These
issues include the wealth-sharing aspects of post-referendum arrangements, which include division
of and access to Sudan’s oil and water resources. Division of assets and liabilities (including Sudan’s
sizeable foreign debt, much of it incurred during the North-South war) is another negotiation process that would benefit from initial discussion between the parties prior to the referendum, as is the
issue of migratory rights for pastoralist populations along the North-South borders. While no single
issue facing North and South is unresolvable, the sheer volume of issues on the table, the high stakes
involved, and the rapid timetable for negotiations make for an explosive combination.

Calculations of the parties
Neither the NCP nor SPLM have an interest in returning to all-out war. Unfortunately, the
main factor working against an outright return to North-South conflict is also the central
reason why the CPA’s project of “democratic transformation” has failed: Both parties represent the ruling elites of North and South, and neither side wishes to give up their respectively
precarious positions. An accommodation between elites in Khartoum and Juba could be in the
offing, but both sides are understandably reluctant to accept potentially painful compromises
on their overarching objectives: access to southern oil wealth for the NCP, and sustainable
southern independence for the SPLM.
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Campaign posters promoting candidates
running in the April elections in Juba,
southern Sudan.

1. National Congress Party
At the fifth anniversary celebration of the CPA in January, President Bashir announced that his
government would be the “first to recognize an independent southern Sudan.”19 One interpretation of this statement is that the NCP would be willing to “let the South go” as long as its
fundamental interests in the territory were upheld. The NCP’s interests are several fold: first, to
maintain the party’s hold on power; second, to maintain significant control over oil resources in
the South; and third, to emerge from international isolation without actually making meaningful concessions on either power sharing or accountability. If Khartoum and Juba can work out
a mutually beneficial wealth-sharing arrangement—one that enables Khartoum to continue to
reap the benefits of the South’s resources even after its independence—then war could be avoidable. In this scenario, the NCP would need to maneuver into an arrangement in which the SPLM
has no choice but to concede some of its wealth to the North; should this move succeed, the
NCP may view overt tampering with the referendum as unnecessary.
The NCP is well aware that construction of a pipeline to take southern oil reserves to a port
other than Port Sudan is years—and billions of dollars—away. Therefore, the SPLM will have
no choice but to engage in horse trading with the NCP over usage rights. This scenario illustrates
the NCP’s cost-benefit calculations in its dealings with the SPLM on numerous post-referendum
issues. If it can extract exactly what it wishes from its weaker southern partner, the NCP will most
likely avoid war. However, the regime has been purchasing more and more sophisticated weaponry in preparation for the opposite scenario.
President Bashir has weathered the initial storm that followed the International Criminal Court
arrest warrant in 2009—although the charges still represent an existential threat to his rule—
and now appears guaranteed to win a flawed national election next month. In theory, the April
elections will not re-legitimize Bashir despite the fact that he will almost certainly be elected in
a multiparty contest for the first time since he took power by coup two decades ago. In practice,
however, the elections will certainly give African and Arab nations who are already not wholly
(or even mildly) opposed to Bashir’s leadership further reason to support Bashir as the legitimate, elected leader of Sudan.
Posters promoting President Omar al-Bashir’s
campaign for the national presidency cover a
matatu in Juba.
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The elections will also influence the way some Western nations view Bashir and his regime. The
international community has invested significantly in the elections and their credibility—including $95 million in electoral assistance from the United States. Many donors view Sudanese elections less as a democratic exercise and more as a “trial run” for the referendum. Donors have been
abundantly willing to overlook fraud and vote rigging simply to move on to what they consider
the main event. Moreover, the NCP is well aware of the pressures and motivations of donors, as
well as their long track record of recognizing the results of patently terrible elections. The oncelofty aspiration of a democratic Sudan as encapsulated in the CPA has been sullenly reduced to
an expensive box-checking exercise.
Khartoum is better positioned to face the challenges present in the CPA’s waning interim
period than the SPLM. From this position of strength, the NCP can confidently drive the
agenda of the negotiations and resolutely refuse to compromise on anything—from reform of
the National Security law to residency requirements for the Abyei and southern referenda—
that will reduce its position.

2. Sudan People’s Liberation Movement
In his own speech at the recent CPA celebration, South Sudan President Salva Kiir made an
important and telling point about the nature of the agreement that ended 23 years of war
between Sudan’s North and South:
…[T]he CPA represents a landmark in Sudan’s political history since it put an end to war,
created conditions and established ground rules for restructuring the Sudanese state politically,
economically, administratively and culturally…[The]CPA is, essentially, a deal to find a middle
ground between parties and it provides a spring board to realize our vision of New Sudan
through democratic means. I equally believed that if CPA is realized fully in letter and spirit,
it provides the last chance for Sudan’s unity. [Emphasis from original text.] 20
That southern leaders have largely abandoned any hope for unity is left unsaid. Salva’s decision
not to run for the national presidency is as clear an indication as any that the SPLM is focused on
secession. The SPLM is now left to maintain its tenuous partnership with the NCP while challenging for national elections, addressing ongoing insecurity in the South, preparing for an independence vote, engaging in wide-ranging and complex negotiations, and continuing to struggle with
the basics of administration and governance. This would be a tall order for even the strongest
political unit. The SPLM, however, is undergoing a period of inner turmoil in the run-up to the
elections. Not only is the SPLM aware of the popular discontent (particularly among minority
southern tribes), with its leadership, but it is being forced to address challengers within the party.
The electoral process is putting a great deal of stress on the SPLM, evidenced by the political
drama surrounding the party’s candidate nomination process and the subsequent proliferation of
“independent candidates”—former SPLM members who opted to abandon the party after being
rejected as SPLM candidates. If the SPLM chooses to use this contentious period as a learning
experience—and makes efforts to re-engage with members of its wounded political leadership—
the process could strengthen the party and better prepare it for the challenges ahead, particularly
following the referendum.
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Although there is no doubt that the SPLM’s top priority is ensuring a credible referendum takes
place in January 2011, the party will be tied up in the electoral process through April. Many of the
senior GoSS leaders—notably the Ministers of Regional Cooperation and SPLA Affairs—are
running for parliamentary positions in their home constituencies. Other government officials are
assisting the SPLM candidate for the national presidency, Yassir Arman, with his campaign. It is
worrisome that the most competent SPLM politicians are currently not able to prepare the party for
the crucial negotiations with the NCP that must occur between the elections and the referendum.
Because the SPLM has been so heavily focused on the independence option, it has become
increasingly disinterested in pushing the NCP to make important reforms whether in terms of
security laws or other basic freedoms in Sudan. This has been a considerable strategic mistake
for the SPLM. By focusing only on southern parochial interests, the SPLM has largely lost its
ability to find common cause with northern opposition groups. It was this more unified approach
between northern opposition groups and the SPLM that was able to exert more decisive negotiating pressure on the NCP, and was able to garner important international support. Equally
important, by looking increasingly unconcerned about such basic freedom in Sudan, the SPLM
calls into question its own democratic credentials. Even while independence remains the final
goal for the SPLM, this goal can be much more effectively advanced in concert with northern
opposition groups rather than in isolation.
Once the elections are behind them, the calculations of the SPLM are clear: independence or
war. While the preferred outcome for the SPLM would be a credible, peaceful referendum followed by an internationally recognized secession, a unilateral declaration of independence is not
out of the question should the SPLM determine that the referendum has been partially or fully
subverted by the NCP. The “red line” of the referendum for the SPLM means that any delays or
major difficulties associated with the conduct of the referendum could provoke the Juba leadership to take steps toward another North-South war.
The SPLM is not yet able negotiate on equal terrain and with comparable acumen to the NCP.
The party faces an uphill battle which will not end after the referendum or at the conclusion of
the interim period. As the South’s ruling party continues to look northward and to prioritize the
threats posed by its CPA partner, it risks ignoring mounting challenges within its territory that
seem poised to heighten both in the run-up to and following the referendum.

The way forward: Forging a framework and building the leverage for talks
There is no common strategy among the CPA guarantors and little coordination between
actors—such as the Obama administration and the African Union Peace and Security Council,
among others—that should be uniformly supporting the parties in defining a clear framework for
two distinct sets of negotiations: the resolution of outstanding CPA provisions and the initial discussion of post-referendum arrangements. Neither of these two processes can be initiated prior
to the elections, but the international community should use the run-up to the April polls to help
the parties set up the frameworks, build the leverage, and establish the security environment necessary for these processes to succeed.21 Instead, there seems to be little in the way of a common
position among key actors in the international community, and this lack of a well-coordinated
and clear policy line toward Sudan will only make conflict prevention more difficult.
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1. The framework
The United States must assist the Sudanese parties in defining a framework for both sets of
negotiations and then supporting this framework through a coordinated, consistent, and wellresourced international effort.22 The Obama administration should immediately begin harnessing qualified personnel resources for the special envoy’s team and prepare to deploy them to
Khartoum and Juba in order to assist in the preparations for these critical negotiations. The
barebones U.S. diplomatic presence in Sudan at present is a more telling indicator of the Obama
administration’s attention to Sudan than its soaring rhetoric.
The United States must continue to be the de facto leader of international efforts on Sudan in 2010
and likely beyond. This does not mean, however, that the United States should go it alone. While
focusing U.S. attention on several high-priority issues will enable progress, it must be complemented by coordination with other international actors who have a comparative advantage in advising the Sudanese parties on certain aspects of the preliminary post-referendum arrangements.
The United States should therefore coordinate its support with the other CPA guarantors, with the
United Nations and African Union, and with other countries with significant interests in the future
stability of Sudan, namely China, Egypt, and other Arab
nations such as Qatar. The need to avoid a disjointed
process is paramount, given the limited resources and
capacities of the parties and the timeline for these negotiations. A logical place to begin building greater policy
coherence on Sudan would be at a U.S.-European Union
foreign ministerial-level summit on Sudan.

A billboard on a busy street in Juba urges
participation in the upcoming polls.

No matter what framework is adopted, the parties
must lay the groundwork for 2011 to ease fears that the
referendum vote will result in “zero-sum” outcomes.
This year’s negotiations can establish ground rules and
preliminary understanding between the two parties on
the clear hot-button issues that could inflame tensions
immediately following the referendum. By providing
support now to the parties in discussing the likely postreferendum realities, the international community could
take an important first step toward post-referendum
support to southern Sudan and preserving peace after
the important vote.

2. The leverage
As a top UNMIS official noted, the ability of the
parties to reach and carry out the referendum peacefully will depend heavily on international pressure on
Khartoum.23 Moreover, and per the CPA, southern
Sudan has an internationally recognized right to secede
should its citizens vote for separation in the referendum.
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This right must be upheld by the CPA’s guarantors. It is imperative that the CPA’s guarantors and
other international actors engaged in Sudan communicate to the NCP in no uncertain terms that
there is no alternative to the referendum being held on time and in an environment in which the
poll can be credible. Relative international diffidence in the face of repeated NCP provocations
may also embolden the party to engage in dangerous adventurism as the referendum approaches,
including the seizure of disputed territories.
Implementation of the administration’s benchmarks-based policy is the best way for the United
States to demonstrate its commitment to preventing a return to war and promoting sustainable
peace in Sudan. Consistent application of conditional pressures and incentives on the NCP and
the SPLM based on the two parties’ behavior in the remainder of the CPA interim period will
support these objectives. Given that the NCP has engaged in a renewed offensive in Darfur, given
safe harbor to the LRA, and utterly failed to hold anyone accountable for war crimes or crimes
against humanity, many observers are now rightly questioning whether the administration’s
benchmarks approach will be rigorously applied.24
The United States should also call for the expansion of the mandate of the U.N. Panel of Experts
in Sudan to investigate the ongoing violence in southern Sudan and reports of an influx of
small arms and heavy munitions into the South. The Obama administration must continue

Men line the walls of John Garang Memorial
Football Stadium in Juba for a rally for NCP
presidential candidate and indicted war criminal
Omar al-Bashir in Juba in early March
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to pressure the NCP to reform the abusive National Security Law, as credible referenda and
elections cannot take place unless Khartoum’s National Security Service’s broad powers
throughout the country are curbed.

3. Security
When the UNMIS mandate comes up for renewal at the U.N. Security Council in April, the
United States must call forcefully for a strengthened civilian protection mandate, drawing upon
the recommendations recently made by operational humanitarian agencies working in southern
Sudan.25 The new mandate should emphasize preventive action, such as predicting flashpoints,
and utilize active strategies such as temporary operating bases and long-range patrols. UNMIS
can and should take far more forward leaning steps to operationalize its existing civilian protection mandate, but this will require the allocation of more resources and explicit directives
and guidelines from New York. The U.S Permanent Representative on the Security Council,
Ambassador Susan Rice, is well poised to work with other member states to adjust the mandate,
and she should receive the full backing of the Obama administration in her efforts.

Conclusion
Although preparation now for both sets of negotiations is essential, it is up to the Sudanese
parties to push these processes forward after the elections. Based on the history of NCP-SPLM
negotiations before and after the signing of the CPA in 2005, it is likely that agreement on outstanding CPA provisions and initial discussions on post-referendum arrangements will occur at
the eleventh hour. The role of the international community is to reduce the likelihood that these
discussions end up occurring in such a politically charged environment that consensus between
the parties becomes impossible. Sudanese presidential adviser Ghazi Salah Al-Deen Al-Attabani
recently said that failure by the Sudanese parties to address post-referendum issues such as
North-South border demarcation before the referendum occurs will be a “recipe for war.”26 It is
clear that the parties are cognizant of the need to begin these discussions prior to the referendum. The international community should support these efforts or begin preparing for the next
of Sudan’s catastrophic civil wars.
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